Illuminati Pedophile Rings: The Dutroux Affair

(continued)

by DAVID RICHARDS (HENRY MAKOW.COM)
The orders came from a man named Michel Nihoul. A career criminal involved in
financial fraud and drug trafficking, Nihoul had connections to the highest echelons of
the Belgian establishment.
Survivors of the abuse networks were emboldened by Nihoul's arrest and came forward
to testify. Most witnesses were designated an 'X' followed by a number by the police,
and so their testimonies became known as the 'X-dossiers'.
ILLUMINATI PARTICIPATION
The "X-witnesses" named the most powerful men in Belgium as abusers.
The use of abuse networks is characteristic of Elite families. For example, Count
Maurice Lippens has been a regular Bilderberger attendee and co-ran Societe Generale
in the 1980's.
X1, X2, X4 and others named Maurice Lippens (left) and his brother Leopold, the long
time mayor of Knokke, as vicious child abusers and participants in the snuff network.
Curiously, Wikipedia omits this fact.
Elite sex abusers marry other sex abusers. X1 and X2 mentioned Baron Benoit de Bonvoisin, a Belgian aristocrat who was heavily involved in fascist organizations,
as one of the most sadistic abusers in the network.
One of his sisters married Count Herve d'Ursel, who has been accused by X1 of involvement in the snuff and ritual abuse network. His other sister is married to
Bernard de Merode, an intelligence-connected family that has been accused of child abuse by X4 and Nathalie W.
Even the Belgian Royal family has been implicated on several occasions. X3 (the only 'X' witness to have suffered abuse in the 50's and 60s) implicated Prince
Charles (1903-1983), the second son of King Albert I; King Baudouin (1930-1993), and the eldest son of King Leopold III.
Clearly child sexual abuse networks are part of the lifestyle of the generational satanists who make up the Belgian ruling elite. This behavior is not confined to
Belgium.
PEDOPHILIA
The children were sent to VIP parties in clubs and villas where they were subjected to oral and penetrative sex escalating to perversions of unimaginable horror.
These include violent anal rape of children as young as three, long torture sessions, and sex with animals. Some of the descriptions are horrifically fantastical,
such X1's testimony of giving birth:

"When the contractions started her [X1's] grandmother made a phone call. The Lippens brothers, Vanden Boeynants and the assistant [police] commissioner of
Knokke arrived. De Bonvoisin and Vander Elst arrived thereafter... Vander Elst puts a knife on her throat while Bonvoisin rapes her... She must masturbate while
Vander Elst makes a number of photos. Lippens rapes her with a razor blade. When the child exited, de Bonvoisin beat her [multiple times in the face]. Directly
after X1 gave birth she was raped and sodomized. Her daughter disappeared six weeks later."
Due to the extreme abuse they suffered, the girls had Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) where the mind splits into tens and even hundreds of different
personalities.
These personalities are brought to life by different triggers, for instance a compliant sex-slave can be brought into existence by a certain word.
When we hear X1's testimony of her mind control, it is clear her 'pimp' Tony was trained in these techniques:
'He gave me different names: Pietemuis, Meisje, Hoer, Bo. The names slowly started to become part of me. The strange thing was that if he mentioned a name,
the mood that fit that name was immediately called up.'
The different personalities X1 describes give a horrifying window into the psyche of a sex-slave, 'Pietemuis [Small Mouse] became the name of the little girl that
he brought home after the abuse - a scared and nervous girl that he could comforted by talking to her in a caring and fatherly kind of way. Meisje [Girl] was the
name of that part of me that only belonged to him. If he abused me in my bed in the early morning, for example, or if there was no one around us. Hoer
[Whore], the name of that part of me that worked for him. Bo, the young woman who cared for him if he was drunk and needed to be looked after.'
'Now you just leave that to me,' he said when I asked him curiously why he gave me so many names, 'daddy Tony knows you better than you know yourself.' That
was true."
This is of course MK-ULYTA mind control, evidence that abuse networks are internationally run by the secret services and criminal entities.
The children were usually murdered by the time they reached their 16th birthday. X1, X2, X3, X4 and others all spoke about children being murdered. These
murders were often captured on video and shown at abuse parties and made into snuff films sold on the black-market for tens of thousands of dollars.
BLACKMAIL
The abuse networks function as a system of blackmail to make sure everyone in the Illuminati and their criminal organizations toe the line.
X1 describes her role:
"In Brussels there was a villa in which a room was set up with built-in cameras. Even in the 1970s these cameras were so discreet that only the people who
maintained them and the child- prostitutes knew where they were located... Why did I have to get those guys clearly in the picture, why was I supposed to get
them to hit me and brutally rape me?... Blackmail, the word that was never mentioned, I only started to really understand when I was thirteen, fourteen years
old..."
She learned that sex with children was a way to create and shore up business contracts. This is how the process worked (presumably continues to work):

X1's handlers invited someone who could be useful to them to dinner and after they had been liquored up, to a party. Cocaine was plentiful and the men were
led to ideas by child porn films played on video screens. The 'prey' were then taken to a room where a child lay waiting. After the sex, 'Not one of these people
was still inclined to sign contracts with individuals outside the network. If that happened one could make them pay dearly for that.'
Even Michel Nihoul has admitted that abuse networks are used for blackmail in an interview with Der Spiegel in 2001:
"I control the government. ... Everyone has compromising dossiers on one another, to be used as leverage in the right situation. ... This is the Belgian disease. ...
"[Voice recorder turned off. For a 6-digit sum] I will give you a picture on which then Prince Albert jumps a 16 year old girl. Naked. Shot at the second floor of
the Mirano Club 20 years ago [where a pedophile blackmail ring allegedly was situated, according to other witnesses]. ... Then I have to leave Belgium."
If a member of the Illuminati or one of their lackeys wants to get out, change their ways and repent, blackmail keeps them in-line. If you sell your soul to the
devil you don't get it back.
INVESTIGATION THWARTED
The Dutroux Affair a perfect illustration of how the justice system and mainstream media work in tandem with the establishment to hide the truth.
The investigation was thwarted from the beginning. The examining magistrate Jean-Marc Connerotte was appointed to the case. Connerotte was a good man and
couldn't be bought and so was taken off the case. He later said in court, 'We were told by police that [murder] contracts had been taken out against the
magistrates,' and that 'organized crime methods' were used to ensure that his investigation ended in failure.
His replacement was a man named Jacques Langlois. He immediately decided that he didn't want to hear anything about child abuse networks, and became one
of the key figures responsible for dismantling the whole Detroux investigation by ignoring countless leads and sending his investigators off into all kinds of bogus
issues.
Police commissioner Georges Marnette played a central role in these disinformation schemes. Both X2 and Nathalie W. identified Marnette as an abuser in the
network.
Very quickly, the witnesses and parents of missing children lost faith in the justice system. Tiny Mast, whose daughter Kim Heyrman went missing in 1994,
became a good friend of X1. She stated:
"I can tell hundreds of stories which, if I compare them with what the Verwilghen commission labeled as "mistakes", really stretch the imagination. Those guys
are so aggressive and so inhumane that I sometimes feel that they are part of the same clique as those who took away my children."
COVER-UP
To give you an idea of how much of a cover-up was involved, Langlios met with the producers of 'Au Nom de la Loi', an influential French-language TV program.
Following these meetings, 'Au Nom de la Loi' broadcasted four extremely manipulative prime-time TV programs from 1997 to 2000 in which they tried to convince
the public that Nihoul was an innocent victim in the whole Dutroux affair.

There have been at least 25 suspicious deaths tied to the Dutroux case, with even more reports of intimidation. The deaths became so obvious that Jean Denis
Lejeune, the father of one of the girls kidnapped by Dutroux, remarked:
"As if by coincidence people die. There is no explanation for their deaths. For instance, they are victims of a deadly traffic accident just when they are under
way to testify. Or one finds their charred bodies. Our judiciary apparently doesn't have sleepless nights over this."
The Belgian public knew very well it was a cover-up. Their anger found expression in the famous 'White March' where 300,000 people marched through the
streets of Brussels in silent protest. It changed nothing.
Dutroux was eventually jailed for life while Nihoul was found not guilty of abducting and murdering children. Those higher up the food chain were left
untouched.
CONCLUSION
Illuminati abuse networks function for the exercise of extreme sadomasochistic urges as well as a system of blackmail that keeps members from breaking rank.
Cases such as the 'Franklin Cover-up' have shown this system exists in the States. The 'Dutroux Affair' reveals Belgium to be another epicenter of this behavior.
Perhaps this is one reason why Brussels is the capital of the EU.
The information contained in such cases is horrific but vital in exposing the dark heart of those who rule the world. It is very difficult to comprehend their evil
actions, but if these people are capable of orchestrating world wars, killing millions, why would sexually abusing and murdering children be taboo?
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"Child sexual abuse networks are part of the lifestyle of the generational
satanists who make up the Belgian ruling elite. This behavior is not confined to
Belgium."

by David Richards
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The 'Detroux Affair' definitely proves the existence of Illuminati pedophile rings.
The scandal started with the arrest in Belgium of Marc Dutroux in 1996 for the abduction and murder of girls as young as eight. Dutroux imprisoned
the girls in his basement where he sexually abused them and made pornographic videos. He would often murder them after they had served their
usefulness. Two girls, An Marchal (age 17) and Eefje Lambrecks (age 19) were drugged and buried alive in Dutroux's garden.
This case was explosive because Dutroux was a small cog in a sex-slave ring involving powerful people. His accomplice in the kidnappings, Michel
Lelievre, testified, 'Marc always told me that he kidnapped girls for people who had placed an order with him.' He killed An and Eefje because the
people who placed the order 'weren't interested in them.'
The orders came from a man named Michel Nihoul. A career criminal involved in financial fraud and drug trafficking, Nihoul had connections to the
highest echelons of the Belgian establishment.
Survivors of the abuse networks were emboldened by Nihoul's arrest and came forward to testify. Most witnesses were designated an 'X' followed by a
number by the police, and so their testimonies became known as the 'X-dossiers'.
ILLUMINATI PARTICIPATION
The "X-witnesses" named the most powerful men in Belgium as abusers.
The use of abuse networks is characteristic of Elite families. For example, Count Maurice Lippens has been a regular
Bilderberger attendee and co-ran Societe Generale in the 1980's.
X1, X2, X4 and others named Maurice Lippens (left) and his brother Leopold, the long time mayor of Knokke, as vicious child
abusers and participants in the snuff network. Curiously, Wikipedia omits this fact.
Elite sex abusers marry other sex abusers. X1 and X2 mentioned Baron Benoit de Bonvoisin, a Belgian aristocrat who was
heavily involved in fascist organizations, as one of the most sadistic abusers in the network.
One of his sisters married Count Herve d'Ursel, who has been accused by X1 of involvement in the snuff and ritual abuse
network. His other sister is married to Bernard de Merode, an intelligence-connected family that has been accused of child abuse by X4 and Nathalie
W.

Even the Belgian Royal family has been implicated on several occasions. X3 (the only 'X' witness to have suffered abuse in the 50's and 60s)
implicated Prince Charles (1903-1983), the second son of King Albert I; King Baudouin (1930-1993), and the eldest son of King Leopold III.
Clearly child sexual abuse networks are part of the lifestyle of the generational satanists who make up the Belgian ruling elite. This behavior is not
confined to Belgium.
PEDOPHILIA
The children were sent to VIP parties in clubs and villas where they were subjected to oral and penetrative sex escalating to perversions of
unimaginable horror. These include violent anal rape of children as young as three, long torture sessions, and sex with animals. Some of the
descriptions are horrifically fantastical, such X1's testimony of giving birth:
"When the contractions started her [X1's] grandmother made a phone call. The Lippens brothers, Vanden Boeynants and the assistant [police]
commissioner of Knokke arrived. De Bonvoisin and Vander Elst arrived thereafter... Vander Elst puts a knife on her throat while Bonvoisin rapes her...
She must masturbate while Vander Elst makes a number of photos. Lippens rapes her with a razor blade. When the child exited, de Bonvoisin beat her
[multiple times in the face]. Directly after X1 gave birth she was raped and sodomized. Her daughter disappeared six weeks later."
Due to the extreme abuse they suffered, the girls had Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) where the mind splits into tens and even hundreds of
different personalities. These personalities are brought to life by different triggers, for instance a compliant sex-slave can be brought into existence by a
certain word. When we hear X1's testimony of her mind control, it is clear her 'pimp' Tony was trained in these techniques:
'He gave me different names: Pietemuis, Meisje, Hoer, Bo. The names slowly started to become part of me. The strange thing was that if he mentioned
a name, the mood that fit that name was immediately called up.'
The different personalities X1 describes give a horrifying window into the psyche of a sex-slave, 'Pietemuis [Small Mouse] became the name of the
little girl that he brought home after the abuse - a scared and nervous girl that he could comforted by talking to her in a caring and fatherly kind of way.
Meisje [Girl] was the name of that part of me that only belonged to him. If he abused me in my bed in the early morning, for example, or if there was
no one around us. Hoer [Whore], the name of that part of me that worked for him. Bo, the young woman who cared for him if he was drunk and
needed to be looked after.'
'Now you just leave that to me,' he said when I asked him curiously why he gave me so many names, 'daddy Tony knows you better than you know
yourself.' That was true."
This is of course MK-Ultra mind control, evidence that abuse networks are internationally run by the secret services and criminal entities.

The children were usually murdered by the time they reached their 16th birthday. X1, X2, X3, X4 and others all spoke about children being murdered.
These murders were often captured on video and shown at abuse parties and made into snuff films sold on the black-market for tens of thousands of
dollars.
BLACKMAIL
The abuse networks function as a system of blackmail to make sure everyone in the Illuminati and their criminal organizations toe the line.
X1 describes her role:
"In Brussels there was a villa in which a room was set up with built-in cameras. Even in the 1970s these cameras were so discreet that only the people
who maintained them and the child- prostitutes knew where they were located... Why did I have to get those guys clearly in the picture, why was I
supposed to get them to hit me and brutally rape me?... Blackmail, the word that was never mentioned, I only started to really understand when I was
thirteen, fourteen years old..."
She learned that sex with children was a way to create and shore up business contracts. This is how the process worked (presumably continues to
work):
X1's handlers invited someone who could be useful to them to dinner and after they had been liquored up, to a party. Cocaine was plentiful and the men
were led to ideas by child porn films played on video screens. The 'prey' were then taken to a room where a child lay waiting. After the sex, 'Not one of
these people was still inclined to sign contracts with individuals outside the network. If that happened one could make them pay dearly for that.'
Even Michel Nihoul has admitted that abuse networks are used for blackmail in an interview with Der Spiegel in 2001:
"I control the government. ... Everyone has compromising dossiers on one another, to be used as leverage in the right situation. ... This is the
Belgian disease. ...
"[Voice recorder turned off. For a 6-digit sum] I will give you a picture on which then Prince Albert jumps a 16 year old girl. Naked. Shot at the second
floor of the Mirano Club 20 years ago [where a pedophile blackmail ring allegedly was situated, according to other witnesses]. ... Then I have to leave
Belgium."
If a member of the Illuminati or one of their lackeys wants to get out, change their ways and repent, blackmail keeps them in-line. If you sell your soul
to the devil you don't get it back.

INVESTIGATION THWARTED
The Dutroux Affair a perfect illustration of how the justice system and mainstream media work in tandem with the establishment to hide the truth.
The investigation was thwarted from the beginning. The examining magistrate Jean-Marc Connerotte was appointed to the case. Connerotte was a good
man and couldn't be bought and so was taken off the case. He later said in court, 'We were told by police that [murder] contracts had been taken out
against the magistrates,' and that 'organized crime methods' were used to ensure that his investigation ended in failure.
His replacement was a man named Jacques Langlois. He immediately decided that he didn't want to hear anything about child abuse networks, and
became one of the key figures responsible for dismantling the whole Detroux investigation by ignoring countless leads and sending his investigators
off into all kinds of bogus issues.
Police commissioner Georges Marnette played a central role in these disinformation schemes. Both X2 and Nathalie W. identified Marnette as an
abuser in the network.
Very quickly, the witnesses and parents of missing children lost faith in the justice system. Tiny Mast, whose daughter Kim Heyrman went missing in
1994, became a good friend of X1. She stated:
"I can tell hundreds of stories which, if I compare them with what the Verwilghen commission labeled as "mistakes", really stretch the imagination.
Those guys are so aggressive and so inhumane that I sometimes feel that they are part of the same clique as those who took away my children."
COVER-UP
To give you an idea of how much of a cover-up was involved, Langlios met with the producers of 'Au Nom de la Loi', an influential French-language
TV program. Following these meetings, 'Au Nom de la Loi' broadcasted four extremely manipulative prime-time TV programs from 1997 to 2000 in
which they tried to convince the public that Nihoul was an innocent victim in the whole Dutroux affair.
There have been at least 25 suspicious deaths tied to the Dutroux case, with even more reports of intimidation. The deaths became so obvious that Jean
Denis Lejeune, the father of one of the girls kidnapped by Dutroux, remarked:
"As if by coincidence people die. There is no explanation for their deaths. For instance, they are victims of a deadly traffic accident just when they are
under way to testify. Or one finds their charred bodies. Our judiciary apparently doesn't have sleepless nights over this."

The Belgian public knew very well it was a cover-up. Their anger found expression in the famous 'White March' where 300,000 people marched
through the streets of Brussels in silent protest. It changed nothing.
Detroux was eventually jailed for life while Nihoul was found not guilty of abducting and murdering children. Those higher up the food chain were left
untouched.
CONCLUSION

Illuminati abuse networks function for the exercise of extreme sadomasochistic urges as well as a system of blackmail that keeps members from
breaking rank.
Cases such as the 'Franklin Cover-up' have shown this system exists in the States. The 'Detroux Affair' reveals Belgium to be another epicenter of this
behavior. Perhaps this is one reason why Brussels is the capital of the EU.

The information contained in such cases is horrific but vital in exposing the dark heart of those who rule the world. It is very difficult to comprehend
their evil actions, but if these people are capable of orchestrating world wars, killing millions, why would sexually abusing and murdering children be
taboo?
-Related - Canada's Justice System
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Comments for "Illuminati Pedophile Rings: The Detroux Affair"
P said (April 21, 2011):
Just spent two hours today speaking with a translator for Spanish/Portuguese women who are on welfare and many of whom have kids in foster homes.
She kept saying to me that I would never believe the stories she has to say. I kept telling her I would believe anything she said. S

She proclaims these workers who go into people's homes as being beyond human. She is so caught up in the reality of life at the level of these mothers
that she cannot see another reality, a bigger picture. She said that women are encouraged to have abortions as late as possible because, she believes,
after a couple of stories related to her, that people want these children because they are born live. What she doesn't understand is that these children are
being bought just as children that go missing in the system (she verified this also) are being bought. She believes she has been poisoned (not fatally but
enough to disable her) intentionally for her knowledge and outspokenness. I was exhausted from listening to her but also warned that these things are at
our doorsteps.
Debra said (April 20, 2011):
The Detroux Affair is not new, nor has anything been done about this.
It is getting progressively worse. It is horrifying, indeed. Tomorrow, actions necessary to defeat evil people will likely not occur, and
there will be another story, another comment and life goes forward, because people (fighters) are divided, and simply refuse to see a "necessity" to join.
A quote from a censored freedom fighter "Considering we are governed by satanists, please make efforts to speak with civility and kindness. How serious must it become for people to see that
joining forces is a huge part of the solution? "
Doug said (April 20, 2011):
Henry, the Dutroux article seriously makes me sick. As a father, it makes my blood boil and inspires a rage that only a rabid animal could feel. I feel
thatreading about these items, and spreading the word to expose these bastards is not enough. Exposing them obviously does nothing to stop them.
Perhaps, however, lethal force would.
There are certainly more of us than their are of them. If we organize in a clandestine manner with enough weaponry (be those improvised or
otherwise), surely we could take these individuals and their "network" down. Or... perhaps it only takes one highly trained individual acting as a lone
vigilante.
Regardless, as responsible human beings created in God's own image, we can not stand by while these reprehensible acts go on, unpunished. Someone
must punish these individuals.
Peter said (April 20, 2011):
Thank you for writing the article about Dutroux. These children deserve justice. The purpetraitors of these crimes were never brought to justice.
Belgium is rotten. There is one more case which is tied to the Dutroux case and that is the "Michel Fourniret" case. Pls do your research.

The Dutroux case involved the belgian king as well and high NATO and EU officials.
As well in the Michel Fourniret case witnesses were killed or dissapeared. The police inspector involved in this case commited "suicide"
Not only in Belgiun also Holland, France and Germany and Scandinavia is involved in this
some links below:
www.childabuse.skynetblogs.be/zandvoort-case/
www.fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affaire_des_CD_de_Zandvoort
www.nederlandvrij.com/2011/03/dossier-bilderberg-dutroux/
NB. Look for "Bende van Nijvel" this was also connected to the high elite in Belgium

